WE’VE MADE FARM SAFETY CHILD’S PLAY.
HI, KIDS! LEARNING TO BE SAFE ON THE FARM OR RANCH IS MOO-RE FUN!

This activity book will help you learn ways to stay safe on the farm. You can trust me because I’m outstanding in my field and I would never steer you wrong.

After you’re done with all the games in this book, tell your parents what you learned. It’ll be Moo-sic to their ears.
HOME ON THE RANGE

Country kids have the best neighbors!
Fill out this crossword puzzle to see who and what are in your backyard.
Use the clues below to fill in the crossword puzzle with the correct words.

Across
2. You count these when you can’t fall asleep
4. Has four legs and says “MOOOO!”
6. Can be fed to horses to eat
7. What grain is stored in
8. Where all the vegetables are planted

Down
1. This keeps the livestock in when they are out in the pasture
3. You use this to harvest crops like corn and soybeans
5. Fill your bucket up with ________ to hydrate your livestock
6. A male is called a Rooster and a female is called a ________
9. We call it a four wheeler, but its real name is an ________
Riddle: How is tic tac toe like farm safety?
Answer: You need to be in the right place at the right time!
PLAY THE FARMYARD WORD SEARCH!

Remember, you always have to be on the look out to stay safe.
So search up, search down, forward and diagonally to find the hidden words!

A E X G H R I I L I G H T S N W P
I L L R E F L E C T O R S E T A E
T Y E O Y S H L Z A L S M V W R M
K C V R H F A R M E C Q A H V N S
A Q F D T F R L O E A L N F A I E
E M T U W M N X K N W E U F E N A
U E X S K Q E Y J F H I J P K G T
W X U N G T S T N M E S G I W S B
C V X P C L S I Y I L A L J T A E
A T V C A B A U G K M L O G C T L
U M S I K B R S Q P E V V B I P T
T S J H W K A P S A T C E X Q T V
I R S M R L X K D E T O S C J W A
O G R A I N B I N S S I N J O S T
N K Q B Y P C N T I F L A G S D W


Color this page. Bee sure to use bright yellow on the “A SAFE FARM” stickers.
FARMYARD SAFETY MEETING
AFTER VISITING MY PASTURE, DO YOU KNOW HOW TO HOOF IT BACK HOME?

Draw a line through the maze from START to HOME to show the route you’ll take.
BEEF UP YOUR FARM SAFETY SKILLS
BY UNSCRAMBLING ALL THESE WORDS!

Unscramble each jumble of letters below to make words that tell you how to stay safe.
After you’re done, check your safety score on the next page.

1. TARORCT __ __ __ __ __ __ __
2. AVT __ __ __
3. CECITNAD __ __ __ __ __ __ __
4. EDRLAD __ __ __ __ __ __
5. OSELVG __ __ __ __ __ __
6. ERDAGN __ __ __ __ __ __
7. MKSEO __ __ __ __ __
8. TFEYAS __ __ __ __ __ __
9. IUCTNOA __ __ __ __ __ __ __
10. NIB __ __ __
11. NEFCE __ __ __ __ __ __
CROSSWORD

1. TRACTOR
2. ATV
3. ACCIDENT
4. LADDER
5. GLOVES
6. DANGER
7. SMOKE
8. SAFETY
9. CAUTION
10. BIN
11. FENCE

WORD SEARCH

MAZE

SCRAMBLE

1. TRACTOR
2. ATV
3. ACCIDENT
4. LADDER
5. GLOVES
6. DANGER
7. SMOKE
8. SAFETY
9. CAUTION
10. BIN
11. FENCE
STAY SAFE!